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Abstract

We discuss a language for variational forms that provides a way to specify the spaces
used to define boundary conditions in the finite element method. This is linked with
a geometry language that allows natural definitions of projections onto subspaces that
incorporate boundary conditions.
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This report attempts to provide guidance regarding the development of a form compiler
for finite element variational approximation [1]. We focus on simplicial elements since the
corresponding technology for quadrilateral and hexahedral elements is better developed, un-
der the name of spectral element methods. We tend to focus on simple Lagrange elements
to understand whether higher degree elements, with larger numbers of edge-based and inter-
nal nodes, require different compilation strategies. Specific elements might require specific
analysis of the sort presented here.

A primary objective here is to suggest a language for variational forms that includes the
spaces used to specify boundary conditions. In a companion report [3] we examine different
strategies for code generation for variational forms and finite elements. The notation used
here is essentially the same as what was implemented in Analysa [2]. In particular, the use
of spaces as variables in forms to define operators was a key feature in Analysa. Analysa
also provided an elementary geometry language of domains to support projection operators
for spaces, as is described briefly in Section 2.2.
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1 A language for variational forms

We propose a simple language for variational forms. In general, we consider multi-linear
forms of any arity. Tri-linear forms are common, and ones of arity four arise.

The forms often have characteristic dimensions for which they are defined, both in terms
of the spatial dimension of the space over which we integrate as well as the dimension of the
image space of the (vector) functions being integrated. We introduce an operator D which
identifies the appropriate dimensions. So for example, D(x) = 2 means that the integration
variable x is in a two-dimensional domain. Similarly, D(u) = 3 would mean that the values
of u are 3-dimensional vectors. It should be clear from the context which are the functions
being integrated and which are the variables of integration (which appear after the “d”
symbol at the end of the integral).

Let us list some forms that we could like to include. We begin with forms for scalar
valued functions (D(u) = D(v) = D(w) = 1) in any number of dimensions D(x) ≥ 1):

aLaplace(u, v) =

∫

Ω

(∇u) · (∇v) dx (1)

aweightedLaplace(u, v, w) =

∫

Ω

w(∇u) · (∇v) dx (2)

anovecadvect(u, v) =

∫

Ω

(u,j)v dx, j = 1, . . . ,D(x) (3)

where we use the notation u,x to denote the partial derivative of u in the x direction. Some-
times the dimension of the space and the dimension of (one of) the functions are linked:

aadvection(u, v,w) =

∫

Ω

(w · ∇u)v dx, D(u) = D(v) = 1, D(w) = D(x) ≥ 1 (4)

aStokesgrad(u,v) =

∫

Ω

(∇u) : (∇v) dx, D(u) = D(v) = D(x) ≥ 1 (5)

adivergence(u,v) =

∫

Ω

(∇·u)(∇·v) dx, D(u) = D(v) = D(x) ≥ 1 (6)

bpressure(u, p) =

∫

Ω

(∇·u)p dx, D(u) = D(x) ≥ 1, D(p) = 1 (7)

bdivtrans(u, p) = −

∫

Ω

u · ∇p dx, D(u) = D(x) ≥ 1, D(p) = 1 (8)

cmomentum(u,v,w) =

∫

Ω

(u · ∇v) · w dx, D(u) = D(v) = D(w) = D(x) ≥ 1 (9)

ctransport(u,v, w) =

∫

Ω

u(v · ∇w) dx, D(u) = D(w) = 1, D(v) = D(x) ≥ 1 (10)

where we omit any multiplication operator multiplying a scalar times a tensor of rank one or
more (vector, matrix, etc.). We use a dot “·” to denote the vector dot product and a colon
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“:” to denote the Frobenius product of matrices. Some forms are special to a particular
domain dimensions, such as

acurl3D(u,v) =

∫

Ω

(∇×u) · (∇×v) dx, D(u) = D(v) = D(x) = 3 (11)

acurl2D(u,v) =

∫

Ω

(curlu)(curl v) dx, D(u) = D(v) = D(x) = 2 (12)

where ∇× is the familiar “curl” operator from calculus in three dimensions, where as we
use “curl” for the two dimensional case (curlu = (u2, 1 − u1, 2)). Note that D(∇×u) = 3
whereas D(curlu) = 1.

Most of the differential operators in the above forms are well known from calculus. How-
ever, the strain tensor ε(u) may be less familiar:

ε(u)ij := 1
2
(ui,j + uj,i) = 1

2
(∇u + ∇ut)ij (13)

where we have used the transpose operator on the matrix ∇u in the last term. Thus we
have

astrain(u,v) =

∫

Ω

ε(u) : ε(v) dx, D(u) = D(v) = D(x) ≥ 1 (14)

In the forms described so far, functions are either vector or scalar valued. However,
certain matrices arise through differentiation, so in general we might want to allow forms
like

amatrixLaplace(u, v, A) =

∫

Ω

(A∇u) · (∇v) dx (15)

where A is a matrix, and we have again omitted any notation for matrix times vector
multiplication.

Some terms in variational forms involve differentiation and others do not. Thus we can
think of the variational form as a list of terms of the form

• a function, or

• a derivative of a function.

We are restricting to the case where the derivative is always a first-order differential operator
of some sort (with constant coefficients). However, they can have an algebraic structure in
that they map functions of one dimension to another. That is, D is defined for u of a given
D(u), and D(Du) can be different.

But in addition, there is some form of multiplication of terms that depends on the type
(dimension) of the values of the functions. If we let m denote a typical multiplication operator
and D a typical differential operator, then we can represent all of the forms considered so far
as the integral over the domain Ω of an expression of the form

(u m1(D1v) m2(D2w)) (16)

We could simplify the notation by including the trivial differential operator: Du = u. Of
course, the dimensions of the various terms have got to match.

We can now summarize some of the things that will be needed in compiling forms of this
type.
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• the algebraic form of the differential operators D will obviously play a role (consider
∇, ∇· , ∇× , etc.)

• The “type” of the multiplication operators m, and the variable A, u, v, w, etc.

• Possible symmetries of the form.

1.1 More complicated variational forms

Some variational forms have a more complicated description. This can occur in different
ways. The simplest case is when there are multiple forms added together. This will be
addressed in subsequent subsections (see Section 3.2) where we give examples of forms from
different applications. Another case might occur when a form is the derivative of a form with
respect to one of the functions, as occurs in Newton’s method. Finally, more complicated
combinations of functions and derivatives may appear, or simple coefficients may need to be
specified. We turn now to this situation.

1.2 Defining complicated coefficients

Consider

anonlinearLaplace(u, v, w) =

∫

Ω

f(∇w)∇u · ∇v dx (17)

where f is some function of d variables (d is the dimension of Ω) with positive real values.
A common expression might be f(ξ) := 1/

√
1 + |ξ|2.

This does not easily fit the simple model. However, often such nonlinear coefficients do
not directly enter into a problem. Rather, the function w is fixed and the resulting bilinear
form is used. We can force (17) into the simple model by creating an appropriate function
F which represents f(∇w). The we write

anewnonlinearLaplace(u, v, w) =

∫

Ω

F · (∇u · ∇v) dx (18)

where f is some function of d variables (d is the dimension of Ω) with positive real values.
Note that we included a · between F and (∇u · ∇v) to avoid ambiguity. It does not seem
restrictive to require that all multiplications be specified completely.

We need to say at some point what class of functions we are considering in our variational
forms. If they do not have a finite representation, then it will not be simple to evaluate
the integrals. One approach to take is that all integrals will be computed by numerical
quadrature involving simple point values. This of course requires us to be able to tabulate
the derivatives of functions in the spaces we use at quadrature points as well as the function
values.

If we take this approach, all that is needed in creating a function F from an expression
such as f(∇w) is the ability to evaluate the latter expression at quadrature points. That is,
we assume that we have some operator which is defined on expressions involving function
values and derivatives and can produce the corresponding values at quadrature points.
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Let us be more precise by introducing some notation. We will assume that our variational
forms are defined on u ∈ U , v ∈ V and w ∈ W for finite dimensional function spaces U , V
and W. Of course we might have U = V = W in some cases. Typical examples for these
spaces would be piecewise polynomials, trigonometric functions, wavelets, and so forth.

We assume that, for all the spaces used for a given form, there is a fixed quadrature rule
that can be used for the appropriate products of function values and derivatives. Moreover,
we assume that there are mappings such as

U → Q (19)

which take the spaces to the corresponding set of quadrature points. Finally, to deal with
complex expressions, we assume that there is a function that maps

E × U → Q, (20)

where E stands for the set of expressions allowed in our language. We postpone definition
of such expressions for the moment, but let us assume something equivalent to what is in
Scheme is available.

2 The Action of Forms

Consider a variational problem to find u ∈ V such that

a(v, u) = F (v) ∀v ∈ V (21)

for a given variational (continuous, bilinear) form a(·, ·). In general, we will want to consider
more general forms (defined on pairs of different spaces, etc., but for now we will keep it
simple.) This corresponds to a linear system of equations and one can write the corresponding
matrix equation in terms of a basis. In practice, an interpolation basis is typically used, e.g.,
the standard Lagrange nodal basis {φi : i ∈ I} where I denotes the index set for the nodes.
The matrix equation is

AU = F ∀v ∈ V (22)

where

Aij :=a(φi, φj)

Fj :=F (φj)

u :=
∑

i∈I

Uiφi

(23)

In many iterative methods, the actual matrix A is not needed explicitly, rather all that is
required is some way to compute the action of A, that is, the mapping that sends a vector
V to the vector AV . This operation can be defined purely in terms of the bilinear form as
follows. Suppose we write

v :=
∑

i∈I

Viφi (24)
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Then for all i ∈ I

(AV )i =
∑

j∈I

AijVj

=
∑

j∈I

a(φi, φj)Vj

=a(φi,
∑

j∈I

Vjφj)

=a(φi, v)

(25)

Thus the vector AV can be computed by evaluating a(φi, v) for all i ∈ I. It may not be
clear how this can be done efficiently, but it turns out that the standard matrix assembly
algorithm can be used to compute the action efficiently.

2.1 Action Notation

Having notation for variational forms allows us to generate code for a wide variety of differ-
ential equations. However, there is also a need to specify the associated operators, such as
the action. There is no generic action that can be derived from a form; instead one has to
specify the space upon which it acts. With (25) as motivation, we can introduce the notation
[2]

AV = a(V, v) (26)

where the “V” indicates implicitly the range of the index variable i. Note that evaluating
Yi := a(v, φi) for all i ∈ I computes the vector Y = AtV . In the notation of (26), we have
AtV = a(v,V).

The action of a bilinear form can be used in several contexts. Perhaps the simplest is
when non-homogeneous boundary conditions are posed. Suppose g represents a function
defined on the whole domain which satisfies the correct boundary conditions. A typical
variational problem is to find u such that u − g ∈ V and

a(v, u) = 0 ∀v ∈ V. (27)

This can be re-written using the difference u0 := u − g ∈ V. The variational problem
becomes: Find u0 ∈ V such that

a(v, u0) = −a(v, g) ∀v ∈ V. (28)

In matrix form, we would write this as

AU0 = −a(V, g). (29)

This could be solved by a direct method (e.g., Gaussian elimination) with −a(V, g) as the
right-hand-side vector.
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2.2 A geometry language

Although the function g could in principle come from any space, in practice it is easier if it
comes from a related finite element space. For example, with V representing homogeneous
Dirichlet boundary conditions, we can think of V as a subspace of a larger space Ṽ made
from the same finite elements, but without any restrictions at the boundary. If we start with
g ∈ Ṽ, then the resulting u is also in Ṽ. In Analysa [2], projection operators were provided

to define V ⊂ Ṽ simply by indicating the subdomain on which they were supported. This
required interaction with the underlying geometry system and specifications of a language
for domains, including operations such as “interior” and “boundary.” In particular, finite
element spaces were always defined with reference to a particular domain. Typical usage
involved defining the largest space, e.g., Ṽ , and then defining a smaller space such as V via
a projection onto the interior. Projections were defined in Analysa [2] for both functions
and operators in a compatible way. For example, it is easy to see that the solution u is
independent of the values of g in the interior. Thus it is only necessary to define g on a
boundary space derived from the projection of Ṽ onto the boundary.

Analysa [2] provided an intrinsic operator fe to construct finite element spaces from two
ingredients, an element and a mesh. Typical syntax was

(fe an-element (all a-mesh) r^2:)

(fe an-element (boundary a-mesh) r^2:)

(fe an-element ((- all boundary) a-mesh) r^2:)

where the third variable indicated that this space was in two dimensions (Analysa sup-
ported only two- and three-dimensional problems). Here the element an-element had to be
previously defined, as well as the mesh a-mesh. The built-in operators all and boundary

corresponded to the closure of the domain and the boundary of the domain respectively. The
interior of the domain was determined by the calculus of set minus:

(- all boundary)

(which means all minus boundary). All three of the above definitions produced different
spaces V that were frequently used.

In addition to the fe operator used to construct spaces, there was also a built-in operator
in Analysa [2] to project between related spaces. For example, suppose that we give the
names Vee-all, Vee-boundary, and Vee-interior, respectively, to the above spaces. Then
for a member you in Vee-all, the expression

(projection you Vee-interior)

would correctly produce a member of Vee-interior. The space Vee-all corresponds to Ṽ
in the previous notation, and Vee-interior corresponds to V. The space Vee-boundary

corresponds to a new space, call it V∂, with the property that

Ṽ = V ⊕ V∂.
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3 Multi-linear forms and different spaces

The nonlinear term in the Navier–Stokes provides an example of the action of a general
multi-linear form. Recall that it is of the form

c(u,v,w) :=

∫
u(x) · ∇v(x) · w(x) dx

=

∫ d∑

j,k=1

uj(x)
∂

∂xj
vk(x)wk(x) dx

(30)

The special case u = v occurs frequently in many algorithms. Suppose there is a variational
equation of the form to find u ∈ V such that

a(u,w) = c(v,v,w) ∀w ∈ V (31)

for some given v ∈ V. Choose w = φi for a generic basis function φi. Write as usual
u :=

∑
i∈I Uiφi. Then

(
AtU

)
i
=
∑

j∈I

AjiUj

=
∑

j∈I

a(φj, φi)Uj

=a(
∑

j∈I

Ujφj, φi)

=a(u, φi)

=c(v,v, φi) ∀i ∈ I.

(32)

In notation analogous to that of (26), we can write (32) as

AtU = c(v,v,V). (33)

Now suppose that instead the variational equation is to find u ∈ V such that

a(u,w) = c(v, ṽ,w) ∀w ∈ V (34)

for two different v ∈ V and ṽ ∈ V. Then (34) becomes AtU = c(v, ṽ,V), with the obvious
definition

(c(v, ṽ,V))i := c(v, ṽ, φi) ∀i ∈ I. (35)

With forms of two or more variables, there are other objects that can be generated
automatically in a way that is similar to what we can do to generate the action of a form.
In particular, we recall the definition of A in (23):

Aij := a(φi, φj) ∀i, j ∈ I (36)

and, by a simple extension of our convention (26), we can view this as equivalent to

A = a(V,V). (37)
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For trivariate forms such as (30), it might be of interest to work with the matrix

Cij := c(v, φi, φj) ∀i, j ∈ I (38)

which we write in our shorthand as

C = c(v,V,V) (39)

For example, one might want to solve (for u, given f) the equation

u + v · ∇u = f (40)

for a fixed, specified v ∈ V, using the variational form

(u,w) + c(v,u,w) = (f ,w) ∀w ∈ V (41)

to define u ∈ V. In component form, this becomes

∑

i∈I

Ui ((φi, φj) + c(v, φi, φj)) = (f , φj) ∀j ∈ I (42)

In matrix notation, this becomes

U t (M + c(v,V,V)) = F (43)

3.1 Using different spaces

It may frequently happen that the spaces in a form are not all the same. Consider forms
and spaces such as in any of the following examples:

b(v, p) :=

∫
∇·v(x)p(x) dx

c(w,v, z) :=

∫
w(x)v(x) · ∇z(x) dx

(44)

The form b(·, ·) involves spaces of scalar functions (say, Π) as well as vector functions (say,
V). The matrix b(V, Π) is defined analogously to (36) and (37):

(b(V, Π))ij := b(φi, qi) (45)

where {φi : i ∈ I} is a basis of V as before, and {qi : i ∈ J } is a basis of Π. Note that
b(V, Π) will not, in general, be a square matrix.

In general, if we have a form a(v1, . . . , vn) of n entries, then the expression

a
(
. . . ,V1, . . . ,Vk, . . .

)
(46)

defines a tensor of rank k. More precisely, each of the n arguments in the form a(v1, . . . , vn)
may be a function space or a member of a function space. Suppose that we have some
k of the n (not necessarily consecutive) arguments that are function spaces, V1, . . . ,Vk,
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and n − k members of a function space v1, . . . , vn−k. Then, suppose we have a partition
of {1, . . . , n} = {i` : ` = 1, . . . k}

⋃
{j` : ` = 1, . . . n − k} suppose that wi` → V i` for ` =

1, . . . k and wj`
→ vj` for ` = 1, . . . n − k. Here a → b should be read as “a is a pointer to

b.” Then a(w1, . . . , wn) is a rank k tensor. For example, a (v1, v2,V1, v3,V2,V3, v4) denotes
a tensor of rank 3, whereas a (v1,V1, v2, v3,V2, v4, v5) denotes a tensor of rank 2.

Note that a tensor of rank zero is just a scalar, consistent with the usual interpretation of
a(v1, . . . , vn). A tensor of rank one is a vector, and a tensor of rank two is a matrix. Tensors
of rank three or higher are less common in computational linear algebra.

3.2 Streamline diffusion

Simulation of high-speed fluid-flows requires sophisticated methods. One method uses con-
tinuous piecewise linear functions W for pressure and velocity (V = W × W × W). The
basic time-step (of size ∆t) defines (un, p) ∈ V ×W from un−1 via a variational formulation

((un − un−1)∆t−1,v) + cmomentum(ûn, ûn,v) + anustrain(û
n,v) − bpressure(v, p)

+ bpressure(û
n, q) + aSD(δ, ûn, p,v, q) = (f ,v + δ1(û

n)(ûn · ∇v + ∇q)) ∀(v, q) ∈ V ×W,

(47)

where the form anustrain(·, ·) is 2ν times the strain form defined in (14), the form bpressure(·, ·)
was defined in (7), the form cmomentum(·, ·, ·) was defined in (9), and ûn = 1

2
(un + un−1). The

streamline diffusion form provides the stabilizing term and is defined by

aSD(δ(ũ),u, p,v, q) :=(δ1(ũ)(u · ∇u + ∇p),u · ∇v + ∇q) + (δ2(ũ)∇ · u,∇ · v)

=(δ1(ũ)(u · ∇u),u · ∇v) + (δ1(ũ)(u · ∇u),∇q) + (δ1(ũ)∇p,u · ∇v)

+ (δ1(ũ)∇p,∇q) + (δ2(ũ)(∇ · u),∇ · v),

(48)

and the functions δi = δi(ũ) are piecewise constants defined as follows. Let U denote a
mean value of |ũ| on a given element. Then on that element, δ1 = 1

2
(k−2

n + U−2)−1/2 in the
convection-dominated case (ν < Uh) and δ1 = κ1h

2 otherwise, δ2 = κ2h if ν < Uh and
δ2 = κ2h

2 otherwise, with κ1 and κ2 positive constants of unit size.
Let us define the various components of the form aSD(·, ·) as follows:

aSDadvec(γ,u,v,w) :=

∫

Ω

γ(u · ∇v) · (u · ∇w) dx

aSDpradv(γ,u,v, q) :=

∫

Ω

γ(u · ∇v) · ∇q dx

aSDlaPress(γ, p, q) :=

∫

Ω

γ∇p · ∇q dx

aSDdiv(γ,u,v) :=

∫

Ω

γ(∇ · u)(∇ · v) dx

(49)

Thus we can write

aSD(δ(ũ),u, p,v, q) =aSDadvec(δ1(ũ),u,u,v) + aSDdiv(δ2(ũ),u,v)

aSDpradv(δ1(ũ),u,u, q) + aSDpradv(δ1(ũ),u,v, p)+

aSDlaPress(δ1(ũ), p, q)

(50)
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We can write un − un−1 = 2(ûn − un−1), so that (47) can be written as an equation for
ûn as

mmass(û
n,v) + cmomentum(ûn, ûn,v) + anustrain(û

n,v)

− bpressure(v, p) + bpressure(û
n, q) + aSD(δ(ûn), ûn, p,v, q)

=(f ,v + δ1(û
n)(ûn · ∇v + ∇q)) + mmass(u

n−1,v) ∀(v, q) ∈ V ×W,

(51)

where mmass(·, ·) is the L2 inner-product times 2∆t−1. The equation (51) is nonlinear, so
we need to use some algorithm to solve it. Using a simple fixed-point iteration leads to a
sequence of linear problems of the following type: ∀(v, q) ∈ V ×W,

mmass(û
n,`,v) + cmomentum(ûn,`−1, ûn,`,v) + anustrain(û

n,`,v)

− bpressure(v, p) + bpressure(û
n,`, q)

+ aSDadvec(δ1(û
n,`−1), ûn,`−1, ûn,`,v) + aSDdiv(δ2(û

n,`−1), ûn,`,v)

+ aSDpradv(δ1(û
n,`−1), ûn,`−1, ûn,`, q) + aSDpradv(δ1(û

n,`−1), ûn,`−1,v, p)

+ aSDlaPress(δ1(û
n,`−1), p, q)

=(f ,v + δ1(û
n)(ûn · ∇v + ∇q)) + mmass(u

n−1,v)

=(f ,v) + bdivtrans(δ1(û
n,`−1)f , q)

+ cmomentum(ûn,`−1,v, δ1(û
n,`−1)f) + mmass(u

n−1,v)

(52)

where we can start with ûn,0 = un−1 or some extrapolation of previous u’s to the current
time step, e.g., ûn,0 = 3

2
un−1 − 1

2
un−2. The form bdivtrans(·, ·) is defined in (8).

The variational formulation (52) leads to a system of the following matrix system:

A`U ` + B`P ` = F,

B̃`U ` + C`P ` = G,
(53)

where the matrices A`, B`, B̃` and C` are defined by

A` =mmass(V,V) + cmomentum(ûn,`−1,V,V) + anustrain(V,V)

+ aSDadvec(δ1(û
n,`−1), ûn,`−1,V,V) + aSDdiv(δ2(û

n,`−1),V,V)

B` = − bpressure(V,W) + aSDpradv(δ1(û
n,`−1), ûn,`−1,V,W)

(B̃`)> =bpressure(V,W) + aSDpradv(δ1(û
n,`−1), ûn,`−1,V,W)

C` =aSDlaPress(δ1(û
n,`−1),W,W)

(54)

and the vectors on the right hand side are defined by

F = (f ,V) + cmomentum(ûn,`−1,V, δ1(û
n,`−1)f) + mmass(u

n−1,V)

G = bdivtrans(δ1(û
n,`−1)f ,W)

(55)

This system can be solved using another fixed point (inner) iteration, where we first solve
for P n,j+1 in terms of Un,j

h from the equation

C`P `,j = G − B̃`U `,j
h (56)
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(e.g., using a multigrid method), and then solve for U `,j+1
h from the equation

A`U `,j+1
h = F − B`P `,j (57)

using GMRES.

4 Evaluation of Bilinear Forms for Isoparametrics El-

ements

When using high-order elements for problems with curved boundaries, it is essential to
include some way of approximating the boundary conditions accurately. One of the most
effective in engineering practice is to use isoparametrics elements. In this approach, the
element basis functions φe

λ are related to the reference basis functions via a polynomial
mapping, ξ → F (ξ), of T to Te:

φe
λ(x) = φλ

(
F−1(x)

)
.

The use of element matrices becomes quite complicated with isoparametrics elements.
Let us return to the example involving a(·, ·). We have

ae(v,w) =

∫

T

d∑

j,k=1

(
J−1

F (ξ)t
∑

λ∈L

v
ι(e,λ)
k ∇φλ(ξ)

)

j

×

(
J−1

F (ξ)t
∑

λ∈L

w
ι(e,λ)
k ∇φλ(ξ)

)

j

det(JF (ξ)) dξ

=
∑

ξ∈Ξ

ωξ

d∑

j,k=1

(
J−1

F (ξ)t
∑

λ∈L

v
ι(e,λ)
k ∇φλ(ξ)

)

j

×

(
J−1

F (ξ)t
∑

λ∈L

w
ι(e,λ)
k ∇φλ(ξ)

)

j

det(JF (ξ)) .

(58)

Writing this in terms of element matrices is quite similar to using trilinear forms, i.e.,
ae(u, v) = ae(F ; u, v). Typically, we would write

Fk(ξ) =
∑

ρ∈L

F
ι(e,ρ)
k φρ(ξ)

so that

JF (ξ)k,m =
∂ξm

∂F k
(ξ) =

∑

ρ∈L

F
ι(e,ρ)
k

∂ξm

∂φ ρ

(ξ).

The above expression for ae is then a trilinear expression in vk, wk and Fk. The cost of
evaluating this in terms of element matrices would thus be on the order of |L|3.

The other way to evaluate multilinear forms can be more efficient than using element
matrices. The cost of evaluating JF (ξ) as above is only on the order of |Ξ| · |L|. The amount
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of work involved in the inversion and transpose of J is independent of |Ξ| and |L|. Therefore,
the work estimate for the latter approach remains of the order |Ξ| · |L|.

We can apply this approach to the trilinear form c(·, ·, ·) as well:

ce(u,v,w) =
∑

ξ∈Ξ

ωξ

d∑

j,k=1

(
∑

λ∈L

u
ι(e,λ)
j φλ(ξ)

)
×

(
J−1

F (ξ)t
∑

λ∈L

v
ι(e,λ)
k ∇φλ(ξ)

)

j

(
∑

λ∈L

w
ι(e,λ)
k φλ(ξ)

)
det(JF (ξ)) .

(59)

This has the same order |Ξ| · |L| work estimate. Thus the asymptotic work estimate does
not change with the introduction of isoparametric elements.

THEOREM The local κ-linear forms for isoparametric elements can be computed in an
amount of work proportional to the product of κ, the number of quadrature points, and the
number of degrees of freedom of the local basis functions.

5 A compiler for variational forms

Suppose that we want to develop a compiler for a language of forms as described in Sec-
tion 1. The first thing to realize is that the mapping back to the reference element induces a
change for the derivatives. That is D gets translated to G(D)M(D)D with the appropriate
multiplication operator M(D), where G(D) represents a matrix involving the transformation
in some way. This will of course involve the Jacobian, but the transformation can be more
complicated for some finite elements. The following example

(u m1(D1v) m2(D2w)) (60)

gets converted to

(u m1(G(D1)M(D1)(D1v)) m2(G(D2)M(D2)(D2w)) (61)

as an intermediate representation. Let us presume that expressions such as Dw can be
evaluated at quadrature points efficiently by some other process, so that we only have to
generate code to resolve the various multiplications and G’s, and collect like terms. However,
we need to reduce vector operations to sums (or loops) of scalar operations.

We could of course just follow the expressions in (61) by rote and generate the corre-
sponding code as loops. But we have seen that this will be far from optimal. Thus we might
recognize an inner-product that would allow us to transform (61) to

(u m1G2M3((D1v) m2(D2w))) (62)

where G2 is some new expression involving the Jacobian.
To begin with, let us determine a general form for a differential operator of the type we

will try to compile. Let us consider general expressions where D will map tensors u of arity
ar(u). That is, u has individual components uσ where σ is a multi-index σ = (σ1, . . . , ar(u)).
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Table 1: Differential operators of low arity. In the table, d = dd(u), and any value of d ≥ 1
is valid; Id denotes the d × d identity matrix.

ar(D): dr(D) ar(u): dr(u) form of C form of (62) examples: Du; C
0: 0 0 : 0 d-vector C · ∇u (1) u,1; C = (1, 0, . . . , 0)

(2) u,d; C = (0, . . . , 0, 1)
0: 0 1: d′ ≥ 1 d′ × d matrix C : ∇u (3) ∇·u; C = Id (d′ = d)

(4) curl u = u2,1 − u1,2;

C =

(
0 1
−1 0

)
(d = d′ = 2)

1: d′ ≥ 1 0: 0 d′ × d matrix C ∗ ∇u (5) ∇u; C = Id (d′ = d)
(6) curl u = (u,2,−u,1);

C =

(
0 1
−1 0

)
(d = d′ = 2)

(7) ∇× u (d = d′ = 3);

C =




0 −1 1
1 0 −1
−1 1 0




1: d′′ ≥ 1 1: d′ ≥ 1 Cµ = d′ × d matrix [Cµ : ∇u] (8) divu; Cµ = Id (d′ = d)
2: 1: d1 ≥ 1 Cµ = d1 × d matrix [Cµ : ∇u] (9) ∇u; C = (δµ1,σδµ2,`)

(d3, d2) ≥ (1, 1) (10) ∇u
t; C = (δµ2,σδµ1,`)

(11) 2σ(u) = ∇u + ∇u
t;

C = (δµ2,σδµ1,`) + (δµ1,σδµ2,`)

The range of the indices σi satisfy 1 ≤ σi ≤ dr(u)i (or equivalently σ ≤ dr(u)) where dr(u)
denotes a multi-index of the same arity as u and give the number of dimensions for each
component. For example, vector functions have arity one (ar(u) = 1) and dr(u) = dr(u)1

is the dimension of the vector space that is the image of u. If u denotes a matrix, then
ar(u) = 2. A scalar valued function has ar(u) = 0.

With this definition, each differential operator maps functions of one arity to another.
Thus we can define ar(D) to be the arity of the functions of the form Du, i.e., ar(D) =
ar(Du). Similarly, ad(D) is the arity of the functions u for which the the differential operator
is defined, that is, ad(D) = ar(u) where Du is defined. Finally, all this also depends on the
domain of u. That is, the differentiation can only be in the variables for which u is defined.
Thus, for example, the two-dimensional curl operator u2,1 − u1,2 depends on dd(u) as well
as ar(u), and ar(curl) = 0.

With these definitions in hand, we now easily express a general first-order, linear differ-
ential operator as

(Du)µ =
∑

σ,`

Cµσ`uσ,` (63)

where the ranges are 1 ≤ ` ≤ dd(u), 0 ≤ σ ≤ dr(u), and 0 ≤ µ ≤ dr(D). This general
tensor expression can be quite high dimensional. However, in low dimensional cases, the
tensor multiplication can be given a simpler interpretation, as collected in Table 1.

Some things emerge from the examples in Table 1. First of all, since there are eleven
different operators, there could be a large number of combinations possible. So it would be
useful to automate the generation of forms. However, the general formula (63) would not
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be very efficient for a general solution for these examples. We see that the matrices C are
quite large yet very sparse and structured. Thus, it seems reasonable to build in some rules
for dealing with each of these terms, together with possible interactions.

6 Conclusions

There are several general conclusions that we can draw.

• It is useful to have a language for spaces of finite element functions, and to have this
tied to a geometry language. The key feature integrating these two languages is a
projection operator defined using geometric concepts like “interior” and “boundary”
for domains. The projection operators apply to functions and operators in a consistent
way.

• There are several ways that a given computation can be done, and there is no universal
algorithm that is optimal. It may be useful to provide options that can be optimized
for particular architectures.

• Symmetry may play a role; the Jacobian is always symmetric, and matrices derived
from it may be symmetric. Symmetric bilinear forms generate symmetric matrices.

• Some vector-valued problems generate matrices with special properties, such as be-
ing block diagonal. This can lead to an improvement in performance of an order of
magnitude if recognized and exploited.

• The mapping of nodal values to values (and gradients) at quadrature points is es-
sential. If this can be done efficiently, then the quadrature approach is efficient for
isoparametrics.
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